
LIPS



The Major  Planes 
of the Lips



The Major Planes of the lips can be thought of 
as “staircases”, which compose of “three steps” 
from the base of the chin to the nose.



When drawing from the front view, the 
“staircases” can be shown with alternating dark 
and light shapes (shadows and highlights).



Anatomy



The area composed of the lips and around it is 
called the Orbicularis Oris.



It originates from the corners of the lips called the 
Nodes.  

These nodes are visible in the form of bumps, because 
there a many muscles that meet at the nodes.



In this simplified diagram, you can see there are a lot 
of muscles that meet at the nodes.



The orbicularis oris is attached at the base of the nose 
and the top of the chin.



Minor Forms



The top lip has three basic forms, while the bottom lip 
as two basic forms.



The heart-shaped middle part, called the tubicle, rests 
between two soft, “pillow cushions”.  



At an angle, these forms overlap to create depth.



The darkest tones are located near the crease, 
corners, and along the top and bottom of the lips.



The upper part of the lip has a gradation.



The middle indentation of the lip, called the filtrum, is 
the small dip in between the two upper planes.



The highlights and shadows of the filtrum will be 
shown on the opposite sides of the two planes.



The edge of the upper-lip has a small ridge that sometimes 
catches light.  Pay special attention to this area.  

Keep it subtle, as to not create a “white outline” around the lips.



The ridge on the bottom lip is steep in the middle and 
soft on the outside.



The lower-lip region has two “pillars” that angle 
inwards towards the top.  



Together, these two pillars form an arch under the 
bottom lip, which is often in a shadow.



At the corners of the lips are the nodes, where many 
of the muscles connect.  Think of it as a “bean” being 
“pinched” inwards.


